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Individual research

Emily Teeter
When not working on museum special exhibits, Emily Teeter continues to do research on
objects in the collection of the Oriental Institute Museum. She gave a paper on an embalming
cache at the annual meeting of the American Research Center in Egypt, and she is finalizing
an article on a stela from Deir el Medina excavated at Medinet Habu. She has resumed the
publication project of the Institute’s Ptolemaic water clock in collaboration with Marv Bolt
of the Adler Planetarium, and she continues to work on finalizing a project of source readings on ancient Egyptian religion.
Emily gave a number of talks in the last year, many of them to chapters of the American Research Center on Egypt (ARCE) in Phoenix, Seattle, Dallas, and Berkeley, and also to
the Egypt Exploration Organization of Southern California. In Dallas, she also conducted a
full-day seminar on Egyptian architecture. She also spoke on Egyptian religion at the Field
Museum, on temple musicians for the Heritage Foundation of the Chrysler Museum in Norfolk, on the birth of consumerism to the South Suburban Archaeological Society, and she
presented a Harper Lecture on popular religion in ancient Egypt to University of Chicago
alumni in Dallas.
Emily attended several board meetings of ARCE. In April she rotated off the Board, having
served in several capacities for the last fifteen years. In April, she attended a board meeting of the Council of Overseas Research Centers (CAORC) as the representative for ARCE. In
January, she took part in a video-conference of American museum professions throughout
the US with the director of the Grand Museum Project, Cairo, to discuss current issues in
the museum world.
Publications for the year include book reviews in the Journal of Near Eastern Studies and
KMT: A Modern Journal of Ancient Egypt, as well as a catalog entry on our mummy of Meresamun
that was published by the National Museum in Prague. She also served as an editor for part
of the Proceedings of the International Committee of Egyptology (CIPEG/ICOM).
In the fall, Emily was part of a lecture team for an Oriental Institute trip to Egypt, Jordan,
and Lebanon.
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